Monday 12/1

1:50-2:05 *Game of Cards*, Ethan Coffey, Heidi Thompson, Rachel Warren

2:10-2:25 *Fun with Chicken Nuggets*, Emy Dinatale, Becca Min, Zoe Barker, Madeline Schultz

2:30-2:45 *The Game of Dice*, Mica Adderly, Claire Hansen, Tiras Koon

Wednesday 12/3

12:40-12:45 *Colored Bead Sequences*, Adam Lewis, Jack Bauer, Lark Smith, Heather Kyllingmark

12:48-1:03 *Fun with Chicken Nuggets II*, Hailee Bartling, Vanessa Luna, Gaby Villeda

1:06-1:21 *The Utilities Problem with Transformers*, Tyler Yates, Peter Tkach, Scott Smith, Jordan Ramp

1:24-1:39 *Packing L-shapes in 2, 3, and 4 dimensions*, Andie Dibiase, Shea McFadden, Megann Clarkson, Aviva Einhorn

Break

Friday 12/5

12:40-12:45 *Dropping Eggs in Tiers*, Brennan Butler, Ryan Cornwell, Christine Smith

1:00-1:15 *Laws of the Sedentary Soul*, Garrett Stallins, Chris Pollard, Taylor Barfield

1:20-1:35 *The Utilities Problem in a Square Grid*, Hania Marien, Kaitlen McPherson, Katlyn Murphy, Allison Mitobe

Break

1:50-2:05 *Catch the Culprits*, Veronica Ewers, Chris Feskins

2:10-2:35 *The Checkerboard Problem*, Emily Schwaner, Meghan Burry, Ted Thenell